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Unit 1

The Black Death 1347–1350: www.insecta-inspecta.com/fleas/bdeath/bdeath.html
Centers for Disease Control: The Plague www.cdc.gov/ncidod/dvbid/plague/
Snopes.com: Ring Around the Rosie and the Plague:

www.gebroedersvanlimburg.nl/english/content/3.php Limburg Brothers Weekend: Gebroeders Van Limburg Festival

University of Chicago Les Très Riches Heures du Duc De Berry

http://humanities.uchicago.edu/images/heures/heures.html Views of the Mezquita of Cordoba
www.andalucia.com/cities/cordoba/mosque.htm Abraham Ortelius, Mapmaker: Atlas


www.bluffton.edu/~sullivanromancolosseum/romancolosseum.html Theodor de Brys
http://etext.virginia.edu/kinney/america.html Christine de Pisan
http://home.inflonline.net/~ddisse/christin.html#anchor87347  Marcus Vitruvius's Architectural Drawings
http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/george/vitruvius.html  Massacio  www.wga.hu/frames-e.html?!bio/m/masaccio/biograph.html
Lorenzetti  www.wga.hu/frames-e.html?!html/l/lorenzet/ambrogio/index.html
Perceptions of Americas Native Democracies


Unit 2


Unit 3

Indigenous Peoples

Japanese Court Recognizes Ainu As Indigenous People

Ainu Discrimination

Image Gallery: Ainu Artifacts

Ainu People

Specimens of Ainu Folklore
Ainu Subjugation and the Development of Racist Ideology in Japan
http://artsci.wustl.edu/~copeland/ainu.html

Origins of the Ainu – Ainu Legends www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/hokkaido/ Japan’s Ainu Seek Help to Preserve Their Native Culture

Ainu People Today – 7 Years After the Culture Promotion Law www.hurights.or.jp/asia-pacific/no_36/03.htm

15 Families Keep Ancient Language Alive in Japan: Preserving the Ainu Language